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Special Renovating Your Theater Section

By Stephen Peithman

Thinking Outside
The Box
Some surprising advice on
holding down renovation costs

W

ith renovations, it’s what theater
companies don’t do that causes
them grief in the long run. That’s
what leading players in four major
theater planning and consulting firms told us. They
suggest that you begin by considering these four
important questions.

1. What would happen if you relocated to a new
facility, instead of renovating your current structure? “If you’re the Harlem Theatre, you don’t want
to move to Queens,” says Van Phillips, ASTC, president of Indiana-based Jones & Phillips Associates.
“But, if you could move from downtown to an
upscale suburb where there’s more pass-by street
traffic, it could be better than your current location.”
In other words, make sure there is a compelling reason to stay where you are.
2. What will you do for two or more years, while
your current performance space is being renovated? If you move to a temporary location, you could
lose your audience or your identity. If you stay, your
options may narrow considerably. “You have to
change your scale of thinking for a project of this
size,” says Ann Sachs, president and CEO of Sachs
Morgan Studios in New York City. “It always takes
longer than you thought it would at the beginning.”

COURTESY OF JONES & PHILLIPS ASSOCIATES

3. Are you renovating because your facility needs
upgrading, or because you have outgrown the
space? That’s an important distinction, Phillips
explains. “If you want to expand an 800-seat theater
to 1,200 seats, your current structure may not handle
that without a huge expense. You may need to find
an alternative site, or buy the building next door.”

The lobby of the Templeton-Blackburn Alumni Memorial
Auditorium at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio; the
renovation of the space and its stage house entailed
adding support facilities and making it ADA compliant.

4. The most important question of all: Do you
know what you want from the new facility? “You
should try to determine in advance what your priorities are going to be,” says Ned Lustig, president of
Lustig & Associates in St. Louis. “Is it just making it
look pretty, or are you actually going to improve the
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equipment in an old building will cost
twice what it would in a brand-new
building, Phillips says. That’s because
new equipment may require new
wiring, or the strengthening of walls or
ceilings in order to handle the added
demands.
Murphy’s Law comes into play, even
when changes aren’t drastic. Something
always needs to be changed, and
change orders are—again—usually twice
the cost of something planned that way
originally.
Phillips recalls an example in the
remodel of the Pittsburgh Memorial
Auditorium. “When it came time to
install new dimmers, we thought we
could use the space behind the cheek
walls [the diagonal walls on other side of
the proscenium]. There’s usually a void
behind those walls, and the original
building plans indicated that was the
case. Then came a frantic call from the
contractor: He’d knocked a hole through
the wall, and sand poured out. It probably was added after the theater was
built, most likely for sound-dampening
purposes.”

Needless to say, a new and more
expensive solution was needed for the
dimmer problem. The point: expect surprises and build in a realistic cushion to
pay for them.
If your renovation plans call for
adding non-performance space like
offices, rehearsal space or storage, you
may be better off locating these functions elsewhere.
“Lots of folks want everything in one
place,” Phillips explains, “but often it’s
more cost-effective to locate space for
storage, set construction or offices
somewhere else.”
He notes that the Rapid City Civic
Center in South Dakota decided to go
with off-site prefab buildings for its
shops, classrooms, and offices. “What
they have may not be fancy, but it’s all
theirs—about four times the space for
what it would cost to build adjacent to
the theater’s public space.”
Pfeiffer suggests that three additional
costs should be considered up front:
Lack of performing area or support
space, noisy or poorly maintained
mechanical systems that need to be

replaced, and issues of theater accessibility. “Those pieces tend to be overlooked in the early planning stages,” he
says, “and those three items can eat up
substantial amounts of the project.”
While it’s possible for a theater company to handle its own planning for facility renovation, greater expertise is
always a plus. “Whenever anyone goes
into renovating a performing space—50
seats or 4,000 seats—they really should
hire a qualified theater consultant,“ says
Lustig, adding that many can be found
online at www.theatreconsultants.org.
Sachs agrees, and explains they can
help you “focus your ideas, make them
very concrete and incorporate into the
facility the unique vision of your company. At the outset, we always tell our
client, ‘Don’t start by giving us solutions;
explain the problem and let us come up
with solutions.’”
That’s precisely the role of the consultant, Phillips says: ”to give you six
options for everything you want. You
have the final say, but it’s up to us to give
you the choices.”
Sounds like a plan. SD

